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industrialized democracies, as a whole, fit this conception . Would
it involve a tri-polar system - the United States, Europe and Japan?
We, of course, remain concerned not to find ourselves polarize d
around any of the main power centres . That is very much a part of
what our policy of diversification is all about .

Nevertheless, outside this country, I have sometimes found an
assumption that Canada should fall naturally and inevitably into
the U .S . orbit . This is perhaps understandable, but it is
unacceptable to Canadians . It is inconsistent with our conception
both of what Canada is and what our interdependent world should be .
It runs against the grain of postwar Canadian efforts to build an
open and liberal world trading system . It is also contrary to the
Canadian Government's basic policy of a relationship "distinct from
but in harmony with" the United States .

North America is not a monolithic whole - economically or politically .
Nor do I think it would be in the interest of Europe to deal wit h
a single North American colossus .

Canada's relation with Europe is not the same as the United States
relation with Europe . There are political, economic, cultural and
linguistic elements in our relation with Europe that are unique .

Perhaps in relative terms our relationship is more important to us
than the United States relationship with Europe is to the Americans .
Forty-two per cent of our immigration continues to come from Europe .
Our national fabric is made up of distinctive ethnic groups - many
of them European . These have not been assimilated into a Canadian
homogeneity . They preserve and value their links with Europe as
they do their Canadian nationality .

Canada's security is inseparable from that of Europe . That is why
we are members of NATO . We do not have troops in Europe solely for
the purpose of defending Europe, but to defend Canadians .

However, by focusing on the need to revitalize and redefine the
Atlantic Community, the "Year-of-Europe" initiative has quickened
the pace of development of Community policy toward the rest of the
world . This heightened Atlantic dialogue is leading Canada, the
Community and the United States into a greater and deeper explor-
ation of our shared problems and aspirations . The pursuit of this
dialogue reaches beyond the economic sphere to encompass all
aspects of international relations . I believe that a serious and
comprehensive examination of the Atlantic Community, an effort to
make the Atlantic relationship more responsive to current realities,
can be beneficial to all concerned .


